What is Oratto?
The Oratto fixed-fee probate quote calculator helps you to

quickly and easily compare quotes from different solicitors
for grant of probate and estate administration following
the death of a loved one.

Contact us:
National Helpline: 01243 850603
contact@oratto.co.uk
www.oratto.co.uk

Guaranteed fixed-price quotes from solicitors are shown

on-screen allowing you to compare legal fees in the same
way as you might compare motor insurance or energy
prices on the price comparison websites.

Connecting you with the right lawyer

Oratto could help you save thousands of pounds in fees
when administering probate for larger estates, even if

there is a professional executor involved, and hundreds
of pounds when the estate is smaller and easier to
administer.

How does it work?
All you have to do is answer the quick-fire questions in our
probate quote calculator, accessed via the Oratto website

at www.oratto.co.uk, then view and compare transparent
fixed-fees from specialist probate solicitors on-screen.

You are able to view the prices, the profiles and ratings of
several probate lawyers all in one place. If you prefer, you
can speak with one of our experienced advisors and they

can input the information on your behalf whilst you are on
the telephone.

When you have selected the quotation from the solicitor
you prefer, we will contact you and offer sensitive and
friendly guidance every step of the way.

Click here to compare quotes
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Oratto can help
you save money on
probate costs

Compare probate prices

Don’t worry if you are unable to locate the Will. Our

Friendly guidance through
every step

such as a lost or misplaced Will. They know what steps can

We understand that dealing with the death of a loved

to search.

your hand every step of the way. One of our experienced

solicitors are highly experienced in dealing with situations
be taken to determine if a valid Will was left, and where

If your loved one has died without making a Will, you

can be assured that all Oratto solicitors are experienced
in dealing with intestate estates and are able to obtain

Letters of Administration and administer the estates in
line with the Rules of Intestacy.

transparency and clarity around the costs of the probate

and by email or post – helping to save on costs.

process, with guaranteed, fixed prices from solicitors.

Please visit the probate page on the Oratto website and

Why use Oratto

if their fees are too expensive, you are free to choose

When you instruct an Oratto probate solicitor, you will

can request the professional executor to reserve their

needs. All our member lawyers are fully qualified, insured

to discuss, or you can find more information on our
website about professional executors.

• No legal bills to pay until the estate is settled
There are no legal fees to pay up-front. All fees and

disbursements are paid from the estate, after probate
has been granted.

No Will? No problem
Click here to compare quotes

Transparency and clarity on the
cost of probate

you need and our quotation system provides you with the

face meetings. Everything is carried out over the phone

power. We can help you with this. Please telephone us

practical matters on which you may need advice.

overwhelming, Oratto can help deliver the information

there is no need for you to visit their offices for face-to-

which lawyer carries out the probate work and you

available to help with any aspect you are unsure about or

sort out your loved one’s estate may feel daunting and

All Oratto lawyers accept cases nationwide, meaning

Even if you have a professional executor involved,

probate advisors will be assigned to your case and will be

Although finding a probate solicitor and starting to

• You do not need to use a local solicitors

• You do not need to use the professional
executor named in the Will

one is difficult and emotionally draining. We will hold

receive a professional service tailored to your specific
and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority.

Having a qualified solicitor deal with the complexities of
probate and estate administration alleviates the worry

and stress that often accompanies the probate process.
It can also help ease the administrative burden on you
and facilitate a smooth process, while also reducing
contention among family, friends and beneficiaries.

access the probate quote calculator via the ‘compare
quotes’ icon to start comparing probate fees today.

Click here to visit Oratto
If you prefer, you can talk with one of our expert probate
advisors over the telephone and they can input your

details into the Oratto quote calculator and provide you
with a fixed-price quote.

National Helpline – 01243 850603
Or you can email us:

contact@oratto.co.uk

